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Three-dimensional wave propagation simulations and experiments show that the gain exponent,
an often used metric to assess the likelihood of stimulated Brillouin scatter, is insufficient and must
be augmented with another parameter, Nr, the ratio of the resonance length, Lres, to the laser
speckle length. The damping rate of ion acoustic waves, ν, and thus Lres, which is proportional to ν,
are easily varied with plasma species composition, e.g by varying the ratio of hydrogen and carbon
ions. As Nr decreases, stimulated Brillouin scattering increases despite the same gain exponent.

PACS numbers: 52.57.-z, 52.35.Mw, 52.38.-r, 52.65.-y

Ideal performance of indirect drive Inertial Confine-
ment Fusion (ICF) at the National Ignition Facility
(NIF)[1] assumes laser backscatter losses are insignifi-
cant, but losses as high as 10% can be accommodated
with appropriate hohlraum and laser design choices.
Stimulated Brillouin backscatter (SBS), the process in
which an ion acoustic wave (IAW) reflects a portion of
the laser light back and subsequently amplifies the same
ion wave in an unstable loop, has the added concern that
expensive optical components can be damaged. Replace-
ment of components not only adds to the facility costs
but also reduces the shot rate.

The standard ICF hohlraum design consists of a gold
or uranium cylinder ∼ 1 cm long and ∼ 0.6 cm in di-
ameter, with laser entrance holes (LEHs) at each end
through which 192 beams are directed at the walls. The
interior of the hohlraum is filled with helium (He), hy-
drogen (H), or a HeH mixture for ignition designs with
a deterium-tritium filled capsule. Experiments are also
done with hydrocarbon gas fills for laser propagation
studies. By design [2, 3], the low charge state (Z) of
the fill gas absorbs a small fraction of the laser power
while the high-Z plasma absorbs the laser power and ef-
ficiently converts it to x-radiation that drives the cap-
sule ablation. The high-Z plasma ablated from wall (the
gold bubble) has a charge state, Zau ∼ 60, and a length,
L ∼ Cstp . 0.5 − 1mm where Cs ∼ 3 × 107cm/s is
the sound speed and tp ∼ 2 − 3 ns is the time measured
from the beginning of peak laser power. The threshold
for significant SBS depends on the Landau damping rate
of the IAW, ν, which itself depends on the number of
ions at the IAW phase velocity, vph = ω/k where ω and
k are the frequency and wavenumber respectively. In
a single ion species plasma, that number depends only
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on ZTe/Ti. Thus, the IAW is strongly Landau damped
(ν/ω & 0.1) in the He fill gas but weakly damped in the
high-Z plasma (ν/ω ∼ .006). The high-Z IAW damping
rate can be increased significantly by adding a light ion[4]
because the phase velocity is determined by the high-Z
ions but the Landau damping by the light ions such as
boron (Z = 5,A = 11) as shown in Table I.

In this Letter, we re-examine the data of Ref. [5] and
show with new three-dimensional simulations and anal-
ysis that additional physics ’beyond’ the gain exponent
alone is required to quantitatively model SBS. Another
parameter, ν itself or Nr(∝ ν), the ratio of the reso-
nance length to the laser speckle length, is also impor-
tant. The speckle length and width are lsp ∼ 5 − 8f2λ0

and l⊥ = fλ0 respectively where f is the f-number of
the lens and λ0 is the laser wavelength. The result of
the experiments and the three-dimensional (3D) simula-
tions that reproduce these results and highlight the effect
of the damping rate are shown in Fig. 1. The 3D sim-
ulations with pF3D [6–8], include self-consistently the
light-wave’s speckle properties and the plasma parame-
ters from hydrodynamic simulations. Note the ∼ 50%
increase in the threshold for SBS as ν/ω increases from
.045 to 0.2. Table I shows that NIF hohlraums have re-
gions where Lres ≪ lsp in the gold bubble as well as the
opposite limit Lres ≫ lsp in the gas fill; thus, a more
sophisticated analysis of relevant experimental data by
including new physics has high impact.[9]

ICF experiments have relied on gain analyses to in-
terpret experimental results and guide hohlraum de-
sign [2, 10] with the expectation that small backscat-
ter would occur if the gain were small enough. The
gain is given by, G(k, ω) =

∫

z
dzκ(k, ω, z) with gain rate

κ =
(

k2v20/4c
2ks

)

Im [χe(1 + χi)/ε] and ε = 1+χi+χe is
the plasma wave dispersion function.[11] Here, ω0 is the
laser light frequency, v0 = eE0/(meω0) is the jitter ve-
locity of an electron in the laser electric field E0(∝

√
IL),
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TABLE I: OMEGA/NIF mixed species plasmas properties.

OMEGA gas filla NIF gold bubbleb NIF gas fillc

fH
d ν/ω Lres

(mm)
fB

e ν/ω Lres

(mm)
Gas ν/ω Lres

(mm)

0.04 0.03 0.09 0 0.006 0.006 C 0.02 0.28

0.17 0.045 0.14 0.2 0.02 0.02 CH 0.1 1.4

0.26 0.08 0.24 0.4 0.04 0.04 He 0.15 2.1

0.74 0.2 0.6 0.8 0.07 0.08 HeH 0.35 5

f -no. lsp (mm) f -no. lsp (mm) f -no. lsp (mm)

6.7 0.08 8 0.12 8 0.12

aTe = 2.5 keV, Ti = 0.4 keV, ne/nc = 0.06
bTe = 3.5 keV, Ti = 1.5 keV, ne/nc = 0.1
cTe = 2.6 keV, Ti = 1.5 keV, ne/nc = 0.07
dFraction of hydrogen
eFraction of boron

IL is the laser intensity, c is the speed of light, and ks is
the SBS light wavenumber. When the acoustic wave is
driven on resonance, Re(ε(k, ω)) = 0, Im(ε(k, ω)) ∝ ν,
such that κ ∝ ν−1. Because the flow velocity varies in
space, resonance is only maintained over the resonace
length, Lres = (ν/ω)LVz

where LVz
= Cs/|∂Vz/∂z| is

the gradient scale length of the plasma flow velocity,
Vz, along the laser light propagation direction. Thus,
G(k, ω) ∼ max(κ)Lres is independent of the damping
rate. If gain is the same and the only metric, SBS that
occurs that over several millimeters in the gas fill with
strong IAW damping presents the same risk as SBS that
occurs over a less than 1mm in the gold bubble with
weak IAW damping.[12] Neumayer[5] reported experi-
mental results with mixtures of CO2 (ν/ω & 0.01) and
CH4 (ν/ω & 0.1) gases that appeared to support this
view. Here, we show that the deviations from that scal-
ing are resolved by including more detailed physics made
possible by 3D simulations that include the variation in
resonance length as the damping rate is varied.
Although SBS has been measured from NIF hohlraums

at levels of up to 30% over intervals of ∼ 1ns, the results
depend on the amount of cross-beam power transfer[13],
the duration of peak power, and the density of the initial
He fill gas. In addition, beams propagate through several
materials (He and CH or carbon ablated from the cap-
sule for some beams; He and gold for other beams) with
complex interfaces and velocity gradients, all of which
make simulation of the NIF results difficult to interpret.
Neumayer’s experiments[5] provide a good data set to
test our modeling capability and to identify the essential
parameters that control SBS.
Neumayer’s experiment was one of a number of exper-

iments to address the understanding of laser propagation
in NIF conditions that were done on the OMEGA laser
facility, e.g, Refs. [5, 14–16]. Thirty-three beams (1 ns,
400 J each) are directed at the inside gold walls of the
hohlraum to heat the low-Z gas and gold plasma. At
a time 300 ps after the heater beams begin, an ”interac-
tion” beam, which has little effect on plasma parameters,

FIG. 1: The SBS reflectivity is shown as a function of the
calculated gain for both experiments and pF3D simulations.
The results for different ν/ω are denoted with different col-
ors. The symbols with error bars represent the SBS measured
at OMEGA in hohlraum experiments. The dashed lines are
pF3D calculations of the level of backscatter. The purple and
magenta dash-dotted curves are results from Eq. 3 with the
gain multiplied by 2 and b = 1× 10−9 and with the nominal
gain and b = 2× 10−8.

is directed down the axis of the hohlraum. An image of
an OMEGA gas-filled hohlraum from HYDRA[17] simu-
lations with the interaction laser beam superimposed is
shown in Fig 2a.

In this paper, the experimental and simulation results
presented in the figures are distinguished by the IAW
damping rate, ν/ω. The plasma composition, the gas
mixtures, are labeled by the hydrogen fraction, fH, the
ratio of the number of hydrogen atoms to the sum of all
atoms. The relation of ν/ω to fH is given in Table I.
Smaller values of fH have smaller ν/ω. The experiments
with ν/ω 6 0.08 used a phase plate that produced a 200
micron circular spot in the plasma with an f/6.7 lens.[5]
The laser power, approximately constant with a 1 ns
pulse length, was varied between 100 and 400 GW. A
laser power of 100 GW corresponds to a spot-average
intensity of IL = 2.2×1014W/cm2. The data with ν/ω =
0.2 had an IAW damping too large and a gain too small
to produce significant SBS for IL < 1×1015W/cm2, that
is, a gain less than 10. Thus, a phase plate was used
that produced a 100 micron focal spot with IL . 4 ×
1015W/cm2.

The velocity profile along the hohlraum axis, shown
in Fig. 2b, varies slightly and nearly linearly over the
central 1mm of the profile where most of the SBS occurs
in the pF3D simulations. The hydrodynamic simulations
show that the axial flow velocity, the electron tempera-
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(a) 

(b) 

FIG. 2: (a) This figure shows the ”interaction” laser beam
propagating along the axis of a gas filled hohlraum overlaid
on an electron density image of a hohlraum from HYDRA
simulations. The 33 heater beams (not shown) are directed
at the inside of the hohlraum wall (shown in purple). (b)
The plasma velocity along the hohlraum axis (dashed line)
and, for ν/ω = 0.045, .08, 0.2, the SBS gain rates normalized
such that the gains (the integral of the rates) are equal. The
velocity bump in the dashed curve is associated with the peak
density of a ”blast” wave as indicated by the vertical dotted
line

ture, and the electron density are sensitive neither to the
hydrogen fraction nor to the intensity and energy of the
interaction beam. In Fig. 2b, examples of the gain rate
for weakly and strongly damped IAWs but the same total
gain are shown. As ν/ω decreases, the interaction takes
place over a shorter resonance length, Lres. The velocity
gradients within the plateau region are unimportant if
the damping rate exceeds the magnitude of the Doppler
shift excursion, that is, if ν/ω > 2k0|∆Vz|/ω ∼ 0.15.
Table I lists ν/ω and Lres for the various gas mixtures,
found by solving the kinetic IAW dispersion relation.[4]
From Fig 2b, it is clear for ν/ω 6 0.045 that there are
in fact separate gain regions each not much longer than
the length of one 351 nm laser speckle. For ν/ω = 0.2,
the gain rate is almost uniform over the central 1 mm
of the plasma. In this case, the gain per speckle is ∼ 1
when the measured SBS is ∼ 1%, and the amplification
takes place over many speckle ranks, that is, over many
Nrank = L/lsp where L, is the plasma size. For strong
damping and weak velocity gradients, L, in this case the
length of the density plateau determines the gain such
that, [18]

G = 2
γ2
0

νvg
min (L, 2πLres) , (1)

γ2
0 =

1

16

ne
nc

v20
v2e

ω0ω. (2)

In Eqs 1 and 2, ve is the electron thermal velocity, γ0
is the SBS growth rate in the absence of damping, and
vg = c2ks/ωs is the group velocity of the SBS light.
OMEGA[19] and NIF[20] use continuous phase plates
that produce well-characterized laser beam spots at fo-
cus by introducing transverse phase nonuniformities in
the near field. Although the laser intensity is smooth
on the large focal-spot scale, it consists of a distribution
of intense small scale speckles of mean intensity I0 and
a variance equal to I0. Thus a significant fraction of
the laser power has local intensity more than twice the
mean. At the OMEGA laser, lsp ∼ .08 − 0.12 mm as
f = 6.7 and λ0 = 351 nm. At the NIF, f = 8 and lsp ∼
0.11−0.18 mm. The distribution of speckle intensity fol-
lows an exponential decrease, e.g., F (I) ∼ exp(−I/I0),
for both cases. The smaller spot has 4 speckles with
Isp > 10I0; the larger has 25. The millimeter scale NIF
spots have hundreds.

If Nr ≫ 1, SBS averages over the small scale hot spots
with total reflectivity that is a function of I0. In the other
limitNr ≪ 1, the averaging is incomplete and a higher re-
flectivity is expected[21] because the more intense speck-
les can amplify the SBS light several orders of magni-
tude without depleting a large fraction of their power.
As ν/ω decreases, more and more speckles have large
enough power to amplify the SBS many orders of mag-
nitude. In this experiment and simulations, the speckle
length is fixed while the resonance length is varied by
varying ν. The dependence of the reflectivity on Nr can
also be demonstrated by varying the speckle length for
fixed ν [6] by using f/3 and f/6 lenses.[22]

To quantify the effect of Nr on SBS, we use pF3D to
model the 3D propagation and interaction of the laser
light with the plasma. By coupling nonlinear hydrody-
namics with time and space enveloped light and plasma
waves, pF3D includes the evolution of ponderomotive fil-
amentation and forward and backward Brillouin scatter.
The simulations use the phase distortions measured for
the phase plates in the experiments and plasma param-
eters from radiation-hydrodynamic simulations. In Fig.
3a, all the increase of SBS for ν/ω = 0.2 for z & 1.4mm
occurs in one large-amplitude speckle with Isp ∼ 10× I0.
The increase is consistent with Eq. 1 with L = lsp and
v20 ∝ Isp. The SBS from that speckle becomes the source
for subsequent amplification of IAWs and SBS light over
the remainder of the plasma. In contrast, the SBS for
ν/ω = 0.08 originates in a number of speckles near the
resonance surface at z = 1.3 mm as the isosurface plot of
the IAW amplitude in Fig. 3c shows. As the SBS light
propagates backward through the laser beam, it diffracts,
amplifies exponentially, and drives IAWs over a larger
and larger cross section of the laser beam. For ν/ω = 0.2,
|Esbs|2 increases exponentially at a constant rate between
z = 1.4 and z = 0.4. That assertion is substantiated by
Fig. 3e where, ave(E2

sbs), the x-y average intensity of the
reflected light is shown for both cases. For ν/ω = 0.08,
the reader may notice in Figs. 3c,d an increased rate
near the resonant surfaces at z ≃ 1.3, 1.0, and 0.7 where
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the red color denoting a maximum of the IAW density
fluctuations is pronounced. The length over which the
light amplifies exponentially is shorter for ν/ω = 0.08,
between z = 0.6 and z = 1. However as shown in Fig.
3e, ave(E2

sbs) for ν/ω = 0.08 increases at a gain rate
about twice that for ν/ω = 0.2 in the region where they
are both exponentially increasing. Near z = 0.5, the
speckled SBS for ν/ω = 0.08 occupies nearly the same
area as the incident laser light spot. Note in the strongly
damped case that the SBS and IAW continue to grow
until z = 0.4 as one expects from the gain rate plotted in
Fig. 2b. For z < 0.4, IAWs, shown in Fig. 3a, decrease in
amplitude and SBS, shown in Fig. 3b, no longer grows.
In the weakly damped case shown in Fig. 3c,d for the
IAW and SBS respectively, the growth is limited to a
smaller length in z, again as one expects from Fig. 2b.
With use of the ”Tang” model[23] for the SBS reflec-

tivity, r, as a function of the gain, G,

r =
b exp ((1− r)G)

(1− r + b)
(3)

we generate two curves in Fig. 1 that also model the
data well and are motivated by the results in Fig. 3.
The curve that models the strongly damped case uses
the nominal gain, G = G(I0), with an initial seed value
for the backscattered light of b = 2× 10−8. The weakly
damped data is modeled well with a ’speckle-enhanced’
G = 2G(I0), twice the calculated gain, and with the much
smaller initial value, b = 1 × 10−9. The larger initial
value for the strongly damped case takes account of the
rapid increase in one speckle with 10 times the average
intensity near z = 1.4mm. If b = 1× 10−9 were used for
ν/ω = 0.2, the threshold gain for the strongly damped
case would be twice that for the weakly damped case in
disagreement with pF3D and the data. Thus, the rela-
tively few speckles for the smaller spot when ν/ω = 0.2
leads to the outsized importance of ’hot’ speckles which
weakens the scaling of the reflectivity with ν/ω. The
SBS reflectivity for fH = .04 for which ν/ω = 0.03 was
also measured and can be also be modeled with a Tang
curve with an effective gain three times the calculated
gain. The experimental and simulation results presented
in Fig. 1, the main result of this paper, are of intrinsic
interest and of practical importance to the NIF ignition
designs. These results show clearly that the SBS reflec-
tivity depends not only on the gain but also on ν/ω or
equivalently Nr. Also, one sees from Fig. 1 that the mea-
sured and simulated reflectivity increases with gain more
slowly as ν/ω increases. When the amplification occurs
over many ranks of speckles with a gain per speckle . 1,
the gain rate, an average over many speckles, approaches
the rate for an idealized uniform laser beam. For fH=0.74
with about 10 ranks of speckles contributing, the thresh-
old gain is ∼ 12. For the lower ν/ω, the threshold gain
is about 8; for CO2 plasmas with no added hydrogen,
ν/ω ∼ 0.01 and the threshold gain would be lower still.
These are the NIF relevant damping rates for SBS in the
pure gold plasma region as shown in Table I.

FIG. 3: The IAW amplitude (|δnac/nc|) and SBS light in-
tensity (arbitrary units) for cases (a,b) ν/ω = 0.2 and (c,d)
ν/ω = 0.08. The surface contour shown is at the 10% level ev-
erywhere, where the plotted quantities are normalized to the
local maximum across the (x−y)-plane to account for the ex-
ponential amplification. The color provides this actual local
maximum. The dark blue region at z & 1.4 mm is for IAWs
the thermal fluctuation level and for SBS light the Thomson
scattering level of the light prior to significant amplification.
The line plots (e) show ave(E2

sbs), the reflected light intensity
averaged over the transverse area (x and y), for ν/ω = 0.2
(black) and ν/ω = 0.08 (red); ave(E2

sbs) is normalized to the
maximum value which is about two times larger for ν/ω = 0.2
than ν/ω = 0.08
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There are at least two important benefits to increasing
the damping rate: the gain rate is reduced and the spatial
growth is spread over a larger volume, which decreases
the effects of the speckles. Spreading the growth over a
larger volume ensures against large spikes in backscatter
that could occur if long-wavelength hydrodynamic fluc-
tuations produce local regions with long-lived negligible
flow velocity gradients.
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